5. Investigation Notes:

FOUND 6 x 6" POST 3 FT. ABOVE GROUND, A 1/2 IN. GALV. PIPE 10" ABOVE GROUND SETS ALONGSIDE POST.

FOUND YELLOW LOCATION TIN ON POST.

AS THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN A SANDFIELD NO BEARING TREES ARE IN LIMITS. ROAD IS 15 FT. WEST.

THE INFORMATION OF THIS CORNER WAS GIVEN TO ME BY D. DERRICK WHO LIVES NEARBY THAT THIS CORNER WAS SET BY THE COUNTY SURVEYOR.

6. Signed L. WHITMORE, FORESTRY TECH, DATE 5-16-63
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NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: backside of fruit in blank

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE: PHOTO:

County corner tag affixed.